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Welcome 

On behalf of the members of Timirí Éamainn Rís we are delighted to 

launch the first edition of our updated newsletter. We recognise that 

good communication is essential to the success of our group and 

through the medium of our newsletter we will endeavour to keep our 

members up to date with happenings in the group and in the wider 

Edmund Rice Network. The newsletter will also give us the 

opportunity to recognise the potential in each of the Timirí groups, the 

good that continues to be done and to re-energise ourselves by 

recommending websites, books, articles and reflections that will help 

with our development and growth. Articles, news items and reflections 

from the Timirí groups or individual members will also be welcome 

and contact details are included in this edition. 

Name Changes 
After much reflection and different suggestions it was decided to retain 

‘Timirí Éamainn Rís’ as the title of our group. We have added the 

phrase ‘In the footsteps of Edmund Rice’ to explain our commitment 

to the charism of Edmund Rice. It was also felt that the word 

‘Executive’ to describe the organising committee was not suitable for 

what we are about. It was felt that it was more suited to the world of 

business and commerce. 

 

Some consideration was given to different suggestions such as 

Meitheal, Comhar, Comhthionól and Le Chéile. It was eventually 

agreed to name this group the ‘Timirí Éamainn Rís Support Group’ as 

it reflected one of the central aims of Timirí in supporting each other 

through prayer, reflection, and companionship. 

  

Blessed Edmund Rice homestead, Westcourt, Kilkenny 
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Support Group Profile 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The members of the Support Group are as follows: 

Joe Tynan, Mary Shanahan, Vivienne Dunne,  

Br. Tom Costello, Denis O’ Brien, Dónall Ó Conaill, 

Br. John Burke, Neasa Ní Argadáin, Denis O’ Reilly 

and Dick Fields. Over the next couple of editions we 

will feature a short profile of each member of the 

Support Group so that they become familiar to you.  

 

 

Joe Tynan: Joe is from Dublin 

and now lives in Athboy, Co. 

Meath with his wife Soila and 

their four children, ranging in 

age from eight to seventeen.   

He is currently working as a 

school chaplain in Athboy 

Community School and has 

taught at primary and second level since qualifying 

as a teacher in Marino in 1978.  He spent almost 

twenty years as a Christian Brother.  His last 

Community was in Asunción, Paraguay in the heart 

of South America.  He has been involved with 

Timirí Éamainn Rís since 1994. 

 

Mary Shanahan: Mary was 

born and reared on Valentia 

Island, Co Kerry.  After 

completing her degree in UCD 

she commenced her teaching 

career in 1998 in O’Connell’s 

Secondary, North Richmond St.  

Her main interest is Gaelic 

Football, especially Kerry GAA.  She manages 

teams in the school also.  Her main connection with 

the Christian Brothers is through the school and her 

involvement with the Zambian Immersion Project 

where she has travelled with students on two 

occasions. 

 

Dónall Ó Conaill: Dónall was 

born in Kerry but the family 

moved to Dublin where he 

attended O’ Connell’s School 

before joining the Brothers in 

1951. Following training in 

Marino he taught in Clonmel 

and Thurles. After leaving the 

Brothers he obtained a job in St Aidan’s, Whitehall, 

Dublin and remained there until 1991 when he was 

appointed Principal of Coláiste Mhuire, Cearnóg 

Parnell, Dublin.  After retiring he was employed as 

General Secretary of Foras Patrúnachta na 

Scoileanna Lán-Ghaeilge, patronage and 

management body for all primary and secondary 

schools from 1999-2010.  Presently he is acting as 

Chairperson  BOM, O’ Connell’s Schools. 

 

 

Br. Tom Costello: Tom was 

born in Castletown, Co. 

Carlow and grew up in a mixed 

farming environment.  He 

joined the Christian Brothers in 

1966 and commenced his 

teaching career in Crumlin 

1971 to 1974.  He also taught 

in Gorey, Limerick NCR, Carrick on two occasions, 

Sexton Street, Limerick and Callan.  He is part of a 

New Life in Mission Community late of Cabra, 

Dublin and now in Callan.  He enjoys gardening, 

walking and hill walking.  He is very interested and 

influenced by the Cosmos story. 

 

 

Br. John Burke: John was 

born in Shanballymore, Co. 

Cork.  After  training, John 

taught in Drimnagh Castle, 

North Monastery, Cork and 

Naas before going to Buenes 

Aires, Argentina where he was 

to spend the next 20 years, a 

place he loved and enjoyed over that period.  In 

1995 he was appointed to the Leadership team in St. 

Helen’s Province.   At present he is Deputy Leader 

of the European Province based in Dublin.  He loves 

to follow the fortunes of all Cork teams especially 

the hurling team. 

 

 

Sacred Space, Province Centre, Marino 
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Aims of Timirí 
The existing aims of Timirí are: 

 

 To develop our relationship with the Lord 

through the Spirit of Edmund Rice by means 

of prayer, Scripture reading, discussion and 

sharing. 

 To form groups of Brothers, former Brothers 

and Friends of Edmund Rice who come 

together to share faith and prayer, at a 

convenient location, and who are inspired by 

the charism of Edmund Rice, to grow and 

develop spiritually in union with our 

Brothers in the Congregation. 

 

In discussing the aims, with the view of expressing 

them in current language and taking into account 

recent developments, we have been influenced by 

The New Life in Mission Communities and the 

document “The Spirit moving in our midst. Be my 

disciples” which emerged from the Chapter in 

Munnar, India in 2008. These developments have 

inspired people in their prayer and their thinking and 

have made us conscious of taking risks and 

confronting challenges. We are being asked to grow 

in a new kind of way and have a new consciousness 

of ourselves and to radically change ourselves, 

others and our environment. This area will be 

reflected on more into the future by the Support 

Group. 

 

Timirí Groups 
As part of our improved communication strategy we 

decided to make personal contact with the various 

Timirí groups. It was decided that each member of 

the support group would act as a mentor for a group 

so that they would feel connected and in contact 

with the various developments and activities. During 

the month of May members of the support group 

visited the Timirí groups in Synge Street, St. 

Aidan’s Whitehall, Kells, Marino and Bray. 

Members of the support group received a very warm 

welcome on all their visits and there was a great 

sense of warmth, community, sharing and 

acceptance. Useful suggestions were conveyed to the 

support group such as the establishment of a 

website, members’ database, newsletter and an 

invitation to new members. At the present moment 

we are not as much concerned about numbers as 

with helping and supporting the present groups to 

renew and re-energise themselves. With our groups’ 

spiritual development stronger, supported and united 

with each other it will give us the strength to meet 

the challenges of the future. The contacts for the 

above groups are as follows: 

 

 Synge Street – Jim Molloy 087 6771737 

 St. Aidan’s, Whitehall – Br. Michael 

Heffernan  01 8379953 

 Kells – Br. John Devaney 046 9249239 

 Marino – Br. Joe O’ Neill 087 6876710 

 Bray – Br. Pat Gaffney 086 3562314 

 St. Patrick’s, Baldoyle – Dick Fields 

087 6322746 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Communication 
We understand that the various Timirí groups have 

become very isolated and communication with them 

in latter years has been inadequate. This will have to 

improve if we are to meet the challenges of the 

future. There is huge potential within the groups and 

great work has been done and will continue into the 

future. We need to better relate, support and guide 

the present groups and potential new ones. In order 

to do this we plan the following measures: 

 

 Compiling a comprehensive database of 

groups and individual members of Timirí. 

 Regular interaction with the groups through 

our newsletter, website and personal contact. 

 Feedback from the groups to improve 

communication. 

 Organisation of special events for Timirí 

members. 

 Advice on suitable reflections, prayers and 

courses. 

 

Below are contact numbers for the Support Group 

Members. The Chairperson will rotate after every 

two meetings. Dick Fields is the Secretary, Dónall Ó 

Conaill and Vivienne Dunne are Joint Treasurers 

and Denis O’ Reilly will produce the newsletter. If 

Panel from Edmund Rice Icon 
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you wish to have items or notices included in the 

newsletter please relay them to Dick at 

dfields17@hotmail.com or Denis at djor@iol.ie. 

 

Support Group 

 Br. John Burke 087 7536318 

 Joe Tynan 086 8308428 

 Denis O’ Reilly 087 6564414 

 Denis O’ Brien 087 6835196 

 Neasa Ní Argadáin 087 2275856 

 Mary Shanahan 087 9262789 

 Vivienne Dunne 086 8251514 

 Dónall Ó Conaill 087 2359198 

 Br. Tom Costello 087 9156303 

 Dick Fields 087 6322746 

 

Autumn Reflection 
As the year turns full circle into autumn and the 

leaves begin to display their rich colours, we are 

invited to become still. Nature around us is quiet and 

peaceful and it is the opportune time to become 

mindful of the symbols around us. Symbols are 

powerful; the falling leaves, shorter days and colder 

mornings help us to realise the sacredness of this 

season.  

There are many possibilities for October. Perhaps it 

is a time where we need to put our heads down and 

gather our thoughts. A time to realise that not even 

nature is immune to finding a place in the year to 

shed her skin and brave the elements of the coming 

months.  

May we also be mindful of the homeless who must 

brave these cold months. Keep those less fortunate 

in our thoughts and prayers so that they can find the 

courage and help they need to overcome their 

hardship. Speak to us in your own way Lord and 

inspire us to go forward into autumn with hope and a 

good heart for our universal family.  

Amen.  

 

God of autumn, the trees are saying goodbye to 

their green, letting go of what has been. We, too, 

have our moments of surrender, with all their 

insecurity and risk.  

Help us to let go when we need to do so. 

 

God of fallen leaves lying in coloured patterns on 

the ground, our lives have their own patterns. As 

we see the patterns of our own growth, may we 

learn from them. 

 

God of harvest wagons and fields of ripened grain, 

many gifts lie within the season of our surrender. 

We must wait for harvest in faith and hope. Grant 

us patience when we do not see the blessings. 

 

God of geese going south for another season, your 

wisdom enables us to know what needs to be left 

behind and what needs to be carried into the future. 

We yearn for insight and vision. 

 

God of flowers touched with frost and windows 

wearing white designs, may your love keep our 

hearts from growing cold in the empty seasons. 

 

- Joyce Rupp 

 

 
 

News Snippets and Notices 

 

 
 Congratulations to Neasa  Ni Argadáin on the birth of 

baby Róisín Sophia. 

 A speedy recovery to Denis O’ Brien who was 

 recently in hospital. 

 Congratulations to Michelle Cooney,  archivist in the 

Province Centre, on the birth of her baby boy. 

 Sincere sympathies to the family and community of  

Br. Bosco Sreehan who died recently. 

 The annual gathering of Timirí Éamainn Rís will take 

place in Emmaus on Saturday, 2nd April 2011.  

 RUAH renewal programmes, lasting two weeks will be 

delivered, for the first time in Ireland, from the 12th to 

25th June 2011. Check website www.ruah2011.net 

 We would welcome comments, suggestions, reflections 

and prayers for the next edition. Email Denis at 

djor@iol.ie 

 Please invite your friends to be part of Timirí  

Éamainn Rís by joining an existing group or forming a 

new group. For help in this matter contact any of the 

support group. Details on pages 3-4.  

 Please let Dick Fields know of anyone who would like 

to receive a copy of this newsletter. 

mailto:dfields17@hotmail.com
mailto:djor@iol.ie
http://www.ruah2011.net/
mailto:djor@iol.ie

